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ABSTRACT
This conceptual paper explores the impact of fan pages on brand love and the mediating role of a sense of brand community. Given the increasing importance of social media in brand management, this paper employs deductive reasoning to explore the relationships between key variables with the aid of established theories and a new conceptual framework. The authors present a proposition that predicts the connections between constructs and explores fan pages' impact on brand love directly and indirectly via the mediating variable sense of brand community. The study highlights the benefits of fan pages in maintaining consumer-brand relationships and provides valuable insights for marketers to enhance firm performance through effective fan page strategies and improved customer experiences. This study adds to the literature on social media marketing and offers practical ways for companies to utilize fan pages and brand communities to foster brand love.
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INTRODUCTION
Brand love is a crucial construct in marketing research and practice, as it reflects the emotional attachment that consumers have towards a brand (Ahuvia, Izberk-Bligin, & Lee, 2022; Le, 2021; Rahman, Langner, & Temme, 2021) which goes beyond satisfaction (Cuong, 2020) or preference (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2020), and represents a deeper level of connection (Bagozzi, Batra, & Ahuvia, 2017) that has been shown to have a positive impact on various outcomes, such as loyalty (Algharabat, 2017; Bairrada, Coelho, & Coelho, 2018), repeat purchases (Han, Yu, Chua, Lee, & Kim, 2019), positive word-of-mouth (Strandberg & Styvén, 2019), resistance to negative information (Bairrada, Coelho, & Lizanets, 2019; Pontinha & Coelho do Vale, 2019) and brand equity (Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019).

Technological development has changed how businesses operate and market their products and services (Hoffman, Moreau, Stremersch, &
In particular, the widespread use of social media has opened up new channels for businesses to connect with their customers and build brand relationships (Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019; Bairrada, Coelho, & Coelho, 2018; Appel, Grewal, Hadi, & Stephen, 2020; Dwivedi & et al, 2021). Among these social media platforms, fan page have become increasingly popular as a tool for businesses to engage with their customers and promote their brands (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019).

Fan page on social media platforms, such as Facebook (Wang, Chih, & Hsu, 2020) and Instagram (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021), have become increasingly popular among brands. These fan page offer an interactive platform for customers to engage (Agustinus, 2021; Loureiro, Gorgus, & Kaufmann, 2017) with brands, share experiences (Fernandes & Inverneiro, 2020; Amaro, Barroco, & Antunes, 2020), and interact with other customers who share similar interests (Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019). Previous studies have shown that fan page can significantly influence brand love (Kudeshia, Sikdar, & Mittal, 2016; Algharabat, 2017; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019), which is an important aspect of brand loyalty (Jayasingh & Wright, 2019). There is evidence to suggest that a sense of brand community can act as a mediating variable between fan page and brand love.

In the context of fan page, brand love becomes even more relevant, as fan page are specifically designed to foster brand-consumer relationships (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021) and increase engagement (Agustinus, 2021; Loureiro, Gorgus, & Kaufmann, 2017) and loyalty (Jayasingh & Wright, 2019). Brand love has become a critical aspect of the success of brands in the current business environment (Robertson, Botha, Ferreira, & Pitt, 2022). It demonstrates a strong emotional attachment and positive attitude toward a brand leads to brand loyalty, willingness to pay a price premium, word-of-mouth intentions, and forgiveness of brand mistakes (Rahman, Langner, & Temme, 2021). Fan page on social media have become a popular tool for brands to engage with their customers and increase their brand love (Bairrada, Coelho, & Coelho, 2018). Studies have shown that fan page positively influence brand love (Algharabat, 2017; Kudeshia, Sikdar, & Mittal, 2016; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021), and fan page play a crucial role in building a brand community (Bairrada, Coelho, & Coelho, 2018). However, the underlying mechanisms of this relationship are not well understood. One potential mechanism is the sense of brand community that can be developed through fan page (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021). Brand community refers to the shared values and interests between a brand and its customers, which can be fostered through shared experiences and interactions. As fan page become more popular and brand love more important, it is crucial to understand how the sense of brand community acts as a mediator in the relationship between fan page and brand love (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019; Carlson, Suter, & Brown, 2008).

There is evidence to suggest that a sense of brand community can act as a mediating variable between fan page and brand love. A fan page can create a sense of belonging and connection among its fans, which in turn can foster a brand community (Coelho, Bairrada, & Filipa, 2019) and, thus, a sense of brand community. This sense of community can strengthen fans' emotional attachment to the brand, leading toward love (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019). Fan page can facilitate the development of a sense of brand community by providing a platform for fans to interact with each other and the brand (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021). Fans can share their experiences, opinions, and ideas related to the brand, and this can foster a sense of belonging and connection among them. This sense of community can then act as a mediating variable between a fan page and brand love (Coelho, Bairrada, & Filipa, 2019; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019).

The sense of brand community plays a critical role in mediating the relationship between fan page and brand love. By fostering a sense of community among fans, a fan page can enhance fans' emotional connection with the brand, resulting in brand love. This conceptual research examines the mediating effect of a sense of brand community on the link between fan page and brand love, providing insights into the mechanisms underlying the impact of fan page.
on brand love. By improving the understanding of the role of sense of brand community in the connection between fan page and brand love, this research will aid in developing effective social media marketing strategies for businesses seeking to establish strong brand relationships with their customers.

The research questions addressed in this paper are as follows:

1. Is there any relationship between fan page and brand love? Between fan page and sense of brand community? and between a sense of brand community and brand love?

2. Does a sense of brand community mediate the relationship between fan page and brand love?

The research objectives of the conceptual paper are to explore the relationships between fan page, a sense of brand community, and brand love. Specifically, the study seeks to determine if the sense of brand community mediates the relationship between fan page and brand love. Additionally, practical recommendations will be provided to companies on how to enhance brand love by using fan page and a sense of brand community.

Using established theories, authors employ deductive reasoning to explore the relationships between key variable (Woiceshyn & Daellenbach, 2018; Casula, Rangarajan, & Shields, 2021). The starting point for this study is the phenomenon of brand love, and the authors aim to provide a deeper understanding of its underlying mechanisms. The model approach then creates a new conceptual framework by presenting a proposition that predicts the connections between constructs (Jaakkola, 2020; Cornelissen, 2017). This study examines how fan page impact brand love and the mediating role of a sense of brand community. Its findings inform how fan page can improve consumer-brand relationships and drive positive outcomes for firms. Understanding these mechanisms can help marketers enhance customer experiences and ultimately improve firm performance. This study provides practical implications for leveraging fan page and brand communities to build brand love.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Fan Page**

Marketing is a process that involves building strong relationships with consumers, creating value, and receiving value as a reward (Kotler & Armstrong, 2018). Traditional marketing includes print media, television, and radio, but its limitations include costly, one-way, and difficult-to-measure feedback (Kalmegh, 2022; Bharti & Kumar, 2020).

In contrast, digital marketing is divided into three categories: online marketing, social media marketing, and mobile marketing (Kotler & Armstrong, 2018). Online marketing promotes products or services using the internet through websites, email, online advertising, videos, and blogs. Mobile marketing targets consumers through their mobile devices with marketing messages and promotions. Social media marketing, essential in digital marketing, uses social media platforms to promote products or services and interact with customers (Felix, Rauschnabel, & Hinsch, 2017). Although the terms e-marketing and digital marketing still dominate the academic world, social media marketing has become more popular among practitioners and researchers (Shaltoni, 2016).

**Figure 1**: Traditional marketing and Digital Marketing

Source: Kotler & Armstrong (2018)
Social media marketing is crucial for companies to engage with customers on platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. As offline communities move online due to social media’s growth, fan page provide structured groups of brand enthusiasts that transcend geography (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021). Company fan page have emerged as a widely used marketing channel, and the contribution of fan page to achieving sales has been proven to be significant (Pöyry, Parvinen, & Malmivaara, 2013). The term “fan page” will be used to describe the social media used by companies in digital marketing, such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019). Fan page contain information in the form of text, images, videos, links, and more. Activities such as liking pages or posts, commenting, and re-sharing content can be carried out by fans or users of the fan page (Chen, 2021). Fan page are widely used in telecommunications (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021), football (Baena, 2016; Velicia Martín, 2020), small-scale businesses (Kudeshia, Sikdar, & Mittal, 2016) and others (Fumasoli, Barbato, & Turri, 2020). Fan page allow brands to customize posts to appeal to their audience and encourage engagement based on fan preferences. Companies must provide various content types, including product information, entertainment, and localized content to enhance user experience and fulfill the use and gratification theory (Lee, Ng, & Bogomolova, 2020; Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009).

The use and gratification theory explains why people seek out and engage with content related to their favorite brands or celebrities on fan page. Fans use fan page to satisfy their need for social interaction, entertainment, information, or self-status seeking. Based on the use and gratification theory, the authors argue that these different patterns of behavior can be explained by fans’ different motivations and needs interacting with a brand on social media (Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009). Fans may seek social interaction, entertainment, information, or a self-status seeking when engaging with a brand on social media, and their level of engagement may reflect the extent to which their needs and motivations are being satisfied. The authors suggest that fans who follow a brand but do not engage with it by liking or commenting may seek a passive form of entertainment or information. They may be interested in the brand and its content but may not want to engage with it actively. On the other hand, fans who follow and like but do not comment may be seeking a sense of social validation or may be expressing their support for the brand in a more low-key way. Finally, fans who follow, like, and comment may be seeking a more active and engaged relationship with the brand, possibly because they feel a stronger connection to the brand or have a higher level of involvement with the brand’s products or services.

Social media platforms are more than just websites; they function as software applications that allow users to access, manage, and store content. They are essential communication tools that provide immediate feedback and enable companies to respond quickly to changes, fostering a sense of community and enhancing consumer trust and credibility (Lundgren & McMakin, 2018; Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016). Companies are moving offline communities to online platforms like social networking sites. Online brand communities, which are specialized groups of brand enthusiasts, are not limited by geography (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021). Fan page are popular marketing channels that contribute significantly to sales (Pöyry, Parvinen, & Malmivaara, 2013). Marketers use social media as a marketing tool due to the increasing global internet usage and cost reduction (Tsimonis & Dimitriadis, 2014). The term fan page will then be used to describe the social networks that companies use to do digital marketing, for example, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019). Researchers focus on social media and user interaction, examining how brands can communicate effectively and encourage users to participate and become active members of brand communities (Chen, 2021). User participation on fan page can strengthen relationships within the community. Users can increase brand awareness by carrying out various activities on the page. Brands that understand social media’s importance can maximize user satisfaction benefits (Lee, Ng, & Bogomolova, 2020; Chen, 2021).
Brand Management

Effective brand management involves analyzing market perception and planning and executing plans to establish a strong relationship with the target market. Tangible and intangible elements are important, such as product, price, packaging, shared experiences, and relationships with the brand (Aaker, Kumar, Leone, & Day, 2018). Marketing techniques are used to boost value, loyalty, and positive associations. Efficient brand management increases credibility and loyalty, and attracts price-sensitive customers (Grant & Catalano, 2022). This study will explain two approaches to brand management: the relational approach and the community approach. The relational approach is a dyadic relationship between consumers and brands characterized by brand love. The community approach involves a triad relationship between brand-consumer and is related to social media marketing, such as fan page, which creates virtual brand communities.

Brand Love

Brand relationship theory reached a broad brand management audience when 'Consumers and their brands: developing relationship theory in consumer research' by Susan Fournier was published in the Journal of Consumer Research on March 1998. Based on the theory of human relations and the notion of brand personality, this study continues to investigate marketing 'keywords' at the time; relationship (Fournier, 1998; Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2020). Brand relationship theory is based on a 'dyadic' brand-consumer relationship, implying an equal exchange between brands and consumers. Both parties contribute to brand value creation, and occur in a continuous meaning-based exchange. The arrows forming a circular motion reflect that the development of brand-consumer relationships is a never-ending process, which is affected by changes in the same parameters as human relationships.

![Figure 2: ‘Dyadic’ consumer-brand relationship](source)

The circular motion of the arrows in brand-consumer relationship development shows that it is a continuous process influenced by changing parameters like human relationships. Although the relational approach focuses on ongoing exchanges between brands and consumers, relationships are affected by contextual changes. Brand relationship theory aims to understand consumers holistically, considering their environment (Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2020).

Brand love, a term coined by Carroll and Ahuvia (2006), is consumers’ emotional attachment to brands and can impact their behavior. This bond doesn’t require expectations or disconfirmations but rather results from a long-term relationship with the brand, involving integration into consumer identity and expression of love. Brand love contributes to brand strength, willingness to forgive brands, and financial performance. It is the most intense emotional construct between consumers and brands (Schmid & Huber, 2019; Iqbal, Malik, Yousaf, & Yaqub, 2020) and the most robust consumer-brand relationship at the individual level (see Table 1) (Fetscherin, Guzman, Veloutsou, & Cayolla, 2019). Therefore, brand managers should implement brand management practices that foster brand love among consumers to maintain positive brand relationships (Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006; Fournier & Mick, 1999; Coelho, Bairrada, & Filipa, 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiment Range</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Brand love</td>
<td>Brand Liking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Brand Hate</td>
<td>Brand Disliking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Consumer-brand relationships at the individual level

Source: Fetscherin, Guzman, Veloutsou, & Cayolla (2019)

Brand relationship theory emphasizes the continuous exchange between brands and consumers based on brand personality and human relationship theory. Brand love,
consumers’ emotional attachment towards certain brands, contributes to brand strength, forgiveness, and financial performance. Thus, brand managers should implement effective practices that foster brand love among consumers.

**Sense of brand community**

Consumers form communities around brands to share experiences and socialize. Marketers can self-generate or facilitate these communities and are typically associated with high-involvement products and legacy brands. Muñiz and O’Guinn's "Brand Communities” (2001) is an influential conceptualization of brand communities in the context of brand management (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2020).

![Brand Triad](image)

*Figure 3: Brand Triad*

Source: Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre (2020)

The brand triad emphasizes the importance of the brand, consumers, and the company in building a strong brand community. Consumers actively participate in the community by sharing their experiences related to the brand, while the company facilitates and enables the brand community. A strong brand community occurs when these three elements work in harmony and can lead to brand loyalty, advocacy, and business growth (Hung, 2014; Luo, Zhang, & Liu, 2015; Heding, Knudtzen, & Bjerre, 2020).

Sense of brand community is a continuation of research by Carlson (2008) regarding the psychological sense of brand community, defined as the extent to which an individual feels a relational bond with other brand users. The definition departs from research on brand communities that the relational bond does not depend on social relations because the three core components of the brand community by Muniz and O’Guinn (2001) do not need to be fulfilled.

According to Muniz and O’Guinn, a brand community is a structured set of social relationships among brand admirers that is not geographically bound. It is similar to Anderson's concept of an "imagined community," in which members understand that there are others like them somewhere else far away. (Anderson, 2006). Carlson (2008) categorizes brand communities into social and psychological types. Social brand communities involve online virtual communication among members, while psychological brand communities are groups of brand admirers who feel a sense of community but do not engage in social interactions or have a membership. Unlike traditional sociological norms that define community, psychological brand communities exist only in the minds of individuals, similar to Anderson’s (1983) concept of an "imaginary community." The main difference between the two is the nature of relationships among members. (Carlson, Suter, & Brown, 2008).

In addition to research by Anderson (1983), social identity theory is also a theoretical foundation in the sense of brand community, where the theory states that individuals understand the world by categorizing themselves and others into groups (Tajfel & Turner, 2004). Self-categorization into groups (e.g., I am a Brand X user) has a self-defining role (Hogg, Terry, & White, 1995). Researchers have demonstrated the role of identification in situations where the individual is not a social group member. As perceived overlap with the brand (i.e., identification with the brand) increases, individuals should be more likely to feel a psychological sense of brand community (Carlson, Suter, & Brown, 2008).

Psychological brand communities require far less effort and financial resources to maintain than brand communities. Algesheimer et al. (2005) stated that "brand community membership (in this case social) is more useful as a consumer retention tool than as an acquisition tool". Sense of brand community (psychological sense of brand community among new and potential customers) is an effective method of attracting consumers while creating social brand communities can strengthen customer retention.
DISCUSSION AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This conceptual paper seeks to determine the relationship between fan page and brand love and how the sense of brand community mediates the two variables above. Previous research has given several models, but some relationships have not been studied. Based on Table 2, the authors explain previous empirical studies that conceptually and in detail directly support the variables taken in this research.

Table 2: Previous Empirical Studies on the Relationship between Fan Page, Brand Love, and Sense of Brand Community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algharabat (2017)</td>
<td>Fan Page v, Brand Love v, Sense of Brand Community v</td>
<td>SMM activities impact brand self-expression, affecting brand love.</td>
<td>The research result highlights the importance of creating an engaging fan page that fosters consumers to express themselves and drive brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baena (2016)</td>
<td>Fan Page v, Brand Love v, Sense of Brand Community v</td>
<td>Using only interactive websites is insufficient for building brand-consumer relationships and virtual communities. Interactive marketing media and social media platforms such as blogs, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter are necessary.</td>
<td>The research result is relevant to the proposition that fan page influence brand love. Companies can generate interactive content on their fan page to cultivate a sense of brand community and increase brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coelho et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Fan Page v, Brand Love v, Sense of Brand Community v</td>
<td>Brand communities can enhance brand-customer relationships by creating a sense of love.</td>
<td>The research result is relevant to the proposition that sense of brand community influences brand love. A strong sense of community can lead to an emotional connection and increase brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaber et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Fan Page v, Brand Love v, Sense of Brand Community v</td>
<td>Following fan page had a positive relationship with both brand love and sense of brand community among consumers.</td>
<td>The research result is highly relevant to the proposition and supports the argument that sense of brand community may mediate the relationship between fan page and brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kefi et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Fan Page v, Brand Love v, Sense of Brand Community v</td>
<td>This study can help luxury brand managers use fan page to manage customer relationships more effectively.</td>
<td>The research result highlights the importance of fan page and supports the argument that they can influence brand love.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on previous empirical studies, authors highlight the importance of social and interactive marketing media in enhancing brand-consumer relationships. Brand communities are shown to reinforce the bond between brands and customers, fostering affection in the relationship. The study found that following a fan page positively impacts consumers’ sense of brand community and brand love.

The previous study emphasizes the significance of social and interactive marketing media in enhancing brand and consumer relationships by creating a sense of brand community, resulting in stronger emotional attachment and brand loyalty. Past research highlights the potential of brand communities in reinforcing bonds between brands and customers by instilling a sense of love. The findings demonstrate a positive relationship between following fan page and both brand love and a sense of brand community among consumers. The study suggests that fan pages can be used for effective customer relationship management. The impact of social-interactive involvement on brand love is moderated by members’ psychological impacts associated with their perception of self-concept.

**CONCEPTUAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT**

**Fan page and brand love**

The use and gratification theory proposes that people consume media and engage in activities based on their needs and desires. This concept can be applied to fan page as people may use a brand’s fan page for social interaction, entertainment, information, or to enhance their self-status (Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Kudeshia, Sikdar, & Mittal, 2016). Engagement with a brand’s fan page can lead to the formation of brand love. This emotional attachment goes beyond brand loyalty and involves affection, trust, and commitment to the brand. Fan pages allow individuals to interact with the brand and other fans, receive tailored content, and experience positive emotions, leading to a sense of connection and identification with the brand. Research shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Fan Page Presence</th>
<th>Brand Love</th>
<th>Conceptual Model</th>
<th>Table 2: Continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kudeshia et al. (2016)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Brand liking on Facebook fan page is positively associated with brand love.</td>
<td>The research result highlights the importance of fan page in fostering emotional connections between brands and consumers and supports the argument that engaging with a brand through a fan page can lead to brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palazon et al. (2019)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Self-brand connection mediates the relationship between brand community and brand love, which depends on the individual.</td>
<td>The research result supports the proposition and underscores the significance of understanding individual self-brand connections for building brand communities and increasing brand love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernuccio et al. (2015)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Social-interactive involvement impacts brand love, moderated by members' self-concept based on their affiliation with the brand's fan page.</td>
<td>The research result is relevant to the proposition and supports the argument that sense of brand community plays a crucial role in the influence of fan page on brand love.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors' Finding

Table 2: Continued.
that these factors play a significant role in the development of brand love (Algharabat, 2017; Baena, 2016; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019).

The use and gratification theory suggests individuals engage with fan page based on their needs, and fan page engagement can lead to brand love. This is achieved through positive emotions, connection, and personal relevance. Then the proposition is:

- Proposition 1: There is an influence of fan page on brand love.

Fan page and sense of brand community

The use and gratification theory proposes that individuals seek out media to fulfill their needs and desires. This theory can be applied to fan page, where users visit to fulfill their needs for entertainment, social interaction, or brand-related information. By engaging with the fan page, users may develop a psychological sense of brand community, where they feel attached to the brand community and a sense of belongingness (Chen, 2021; Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021). Fan page can foster a psychological sense of brand community by providing a platform for shared experiences, mutual interests, and a sense of belongingness. Users can engage in activities such as discussions, connecting with other fans, and sharing their passion for the brand. For instance, a sports team fan page can create a community among fans who share the same interest (Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Velicia Martín, 2020).

The use and gratification theory suggests that fan page can fulfill users’ needs and create a sense of brand community, leading to emotional attachment and belongingness. Thus, fan page can promote brand attachment and community membership. Then the proposition is:

- Proposition 2: There is an influence of fan page on the sense of brand community.

Sense of brand community and brand love

The psychological sense of brand community theory suggests that a brand community is formed through shared experiences, values, and beliefs, creating an emotional connection between consumers and the brand. In contrast, brand love theory proposes that consumers develop a deep affection and loyalty towards a brand beyond functional benefits, based on factors such as brand personality and image. A strong sense of brand community can foster emotional connections, leading to brand love. As a result, when consumers feel a sense of belonging to a brand community, they are more likely to become emotionally attached and loyal to the brand, creating a positive feedback loop of brand community and love (Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019; Coelho, Bairrada, & Filipa, 2019; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021).

To cultivate brand love among consumers, creating and fostering a sense of brand community is effective. Companies can provide opportunities for shared experiences, values, and beliefs related to the brand to help consumers develop a sense of belonging and social identity within the brand community. This can lead to stronger emotional attachment and loyalty towards the brand. Then the proposition is:

- Proposition 3: There is an influence of a sense of brand community on brand love.

Sense of brand community as a mediating variable

The sense of brand community can mediate the relationship between fan page and brand love. The use and gratification theory states that users visit fan page to fulfill their needs for entertainment, social interaction, and information. By participating in fan page activities and connecting with other fans, they develop a sense of belonging and attachment to the brand community. The psychological sense of brand community theory suggests that this attachment creates a psychological bond with the brand, leading to positive emotional connections and a feeling of belongingness that is essential for brand love. Therefore, the PSBC theory proposes that the sense of belonging and attachment to the brand community can lead to the development of brand love (Coelho, Bairrada, & Filipa, 2019; Gaber, Elsamadicy, & Wright, 2021; Palazon, Delgado-Ballester, & Sicilia, 2019).

The PSBC theory mediates fan page and brand love by providing a psychological basis for brand love development. The use and gratification theory indicates that fan page can meet consumers' needs, leading to their participation in the brand community. Consequently, the sense of belonging and attachment to the brand
community, proposed by the PSBC theory, can foster brand love. Then the proposition is:

- Proposition 4: Sense of brand community acts as a mediating variable for the influence of fan page on brand love.

Figure 4 presents the proposed research model that outlines the relationships between the variables being studied in the research. The model shows that the independent variable, which is the fan page, has a direct relationship with the two dependent variables, which are the sense of brand community and brand love. The model also proposes that the sense of brand community mediates between the fan page and brand love. This means that the sense of brand community influences the relationship between the fan page and brand love. The proposed research model is presented in Figure 4 as follows:

![Figure 4: The proposed research model](source: Authors' Finding)

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This paper explores how fan page and a sense of brand community relate to brand love and whether a sense of brand community mediates the relationship between fan page and brand love. The study shows that fan page influence sense of brand community, which influences brand love. Companies should focus on building brand communities on their fan page to foster a sense of community among consumers and build brand love. Sense of brand community mediates the relationship between fan page and brand love, underscoring its importance. This paper suggests that marketers should build brand communities on fan pages to cultivate brand love and positive word-of-mouth marketing. Further research is needed to explore the role of a sense of brand community in the relationship between fan page and brand love. This paper provides valuable insights for academics and practitioners on the importance of fan page and sense of brand community in building brand love.

Based on the findings of this conceptual paper, several recommendations for future research and practical implications can be made:

1. Future research should examine additional psychological factors such as emotional attachment, trust, and identification with the brand that may impact the relationship between fan page and brand love.
2. Future studies should explore how individual differences such as demographics and personality traits moderate the relationship between fan page, sense of brand community, and brand love.
3. Companies should develop fan page that foster a strong brand community among their consumers. This can be achieved through interactive and engaging content, user-generated content, and events or contests that encourage participation.
4. Companies can leverage brand love and sense of brand community as marketing tools to increase loyalty, awareness, and positive word-of-mouth through targeted advertising, influencer marketing, and other social media strategies.

This paper emphasizes the significance of fan page and brand communities in promoting brand love. Companies can use this information to create effective strategies to develop lasting consumer relationships.
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